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ABSTRACT

NASA is preparing for its return to the moon with the Lunar CRater Observation and Sensing Satellite

(LCROSS) mission. This secondary payload spacecraft will travel with the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter

(LRO) satellite to the Moon on the same Atlas-V 401 Centaur rocket launched from Cape Canaveral Air Force

Station, Florida.

The LCROSS mission will robotically seek to determine the presence of water ice at the Moon's South

Pole. This mission provides a 2300kg (5070 lb) Kinetic Impactor that creates nearly a 1000 metric ton plume of

lunar ejecta (more than 200 times the energy of Lunar Prospector, (LP)) which will be visible from a number of

Lunar-orbital and Earth-based assets. The impact will excavate a much larger area, and the resultant 70kin

plume will provide a much longer window of observation than would be possible if limited to a 1000kg

Secondary Payload impact. The 1000kg Secondary Payload budget is efficiently used to provide a. highly

modular and reconfigurable LCROSS Spacecraft with extensive heritage to accurately guide the expended

Centaur into the crater. Upon separation, LCROSS flies through the impact plume, telemetering real-time

images and characterizing water ice in the plume with infrared cameras and spectrometers. LCROSS then

becomes a 700kg impactor itself, to provide a second opportunity to study the nature of the Lunar Regolith.

LCROSS provides a critical ground-truth for Lunar Prospector and LRO neutron and radar maps, making it

possible to assess the total lunar water inventory.
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Lunar Prospector Hydrogen Map
(Maurice et la., 2003)
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Ames

Ecliptic Enterprises

Visible context imagery; Monitor exacta cloud
morphology; Determine visible grain properties

NIR (1.1-1.7 um) context imagery; Monitor exacta
cloud morphology; Determine NIR grain properties;
Water concentration maps

MIR (6.5-15 urn) thermal image; Monitor the exacta
cloud morphology; Determine MIR grain properties;
Measure thermal evolution ejecta cloud; Remnant
crater imagery

Visible (260-660 nm) emission and reflectance
spectroscopy of vapor plume, ejecta cloud; Measure
grain properties; Measure emission H20 vapor
disso iation, OH- 308nm ) and H20+ (609nm )
fluorescence
NIR (1.4-2.il m) emission and reflectance
spectroscopy of vapor plume, ejecta clOUd; Measure
grain properties; Measure broad H20 ice features;
Occultation viewer to measure water vapor
abso tion b cloud articles

Measure total impact flash luminance (LI00-1000
nm), magnitude and decay of luminance curve

Instrument control and data acquisition
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